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Abstract
Nearly 25 percent of adults in the United States are diagnosed with a behavioral health condition, most commonly depression, anxiety disorders and substance use disorders. Each of these diagnoses is associated with significant disruptions in affect regulation which encompasses the capacity to up and down regulate emotions. Best practice treatment for these conditions includes psychotropic medications combined with individual or group-based psychotherapeutic modalities which regardless of the therapist's theoretical orientation attempt to promote affect regulation through skill transfer and strategies for observing one's ability to regulate emotions. Similarly, attention to regulatory capacity is central to many emerging self-help technologies involving smart phone applications. These technologies encourage users to observe, track, and offer strategies for regulating feelings through sleep, exercise, nutrition, alcohol use and many others. However, while anecdotally reported, few studies have examined the ways in which smart phone applications are incorporated into psychotherapy. In response, the current exploratory study used focus groups comprised of masters prepared behavioral health clinicians (N=25) to examine the appropriateness, accessibility, practicality and acceptableness of smart phone technologies as an adjuvant tool in the clinical setting. More specifically this study explored the use of technology to promote self-observation, skill transfer and subsequently affect regulation. Results suggested clinicians frequently use smart phone technologies in their practice and find these applications to be appropriate for tracking a range of symptoms (e.g. mood, substance use, sleep disruptions) and for promoting coping skills (e.g. meditation applications). Clinicians also reported these applications were fairly accessible and practical for use. Results indicated clinicians are judicious in their use of smart phone applications based on the client's developmental needs and their particular symptom presentation. While these technologies were deemed effective, accessible and practical, focus group participants were wary of the impact of technology on society and the developing mind, citing that overuse of technology could promote an exacerbation of social isolation and loneliness. Further, practitioners reported that use of technology in psychotherapy could disrupt the interpersonal relationship in treatment. Respondents also reported they were unclear how to vet applications and desired additional training on their use in treatment. In conclusion, while smart phone applications were used and helpful for promoting affect regulation, future research needs to further examine best practice strategies for integrating smart phone applications into psychotherapeutic treatment, as well as refine technologies to fit more closely with the goals of psychotherapy.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement

One in four adults in the United States are diagnosed with a behavioral health condition and treatment of these disorders costs nearly 58 billion dollars annually (AHRQ, 2006). The most commonly diagnosed and treated behavioral health conditions include major depression, anxiety disorders and substance use disorders (Grohol, 2017; Kessler et al., 2003). Each of these disorders is associated with a range of biological, social and psychological risk factors and envelop nearly all aspects of functioning including physical health (Evans, 2005), financial stability (Coryell et al., 1990; Kessler et al., 2006), and interpersonal relationships. In addition, each of these major mental disorders is characterized by disruptions in affect (Hill, 2015).

Affect is a term to describe emotional processes within the body in reaction to a stressor or stimulus in the environment. One’s ability to regulate affect, or to modulate emotional states (e.g., increase feelings, or decrease feelings) is in part wired in childhood through interactions with attachment figures. As an outcome of attachment, affect regulation is foundational to creating a healthy, sustainable and well-adjusted lifestyle. Mood, anxiety and substance abuse disorders are essentially the presentation of dysregulated affect through noticeable symptoms such as depressed mood or social isolation. Some symptoms of these disorders, in particular, substance abuse, are strategies developed to modulate dysregulated emotions. However, these symptoms while helping to avoid, increase or decrease feelings, further limit functioning.

Best practice treatment for these conditions includes psychotropic medications combined with individual or group-based psychotherapeutic modalities, delivered on short
and long-term bases, in inpatient and outpatient settings. In outpatient settings, under the cost-reduction strategies of managed mental health care (Huber, 1997), clients typically access weekly 50 to 60-minute individual psychotherapy sessions. In higher levels of care, such as partial hospitalization programs, and intensive outpatient treatment programs, patients may access two 50-minute psychotherapy sessions per week alongside group treatment and adjuvant therapies (Larivière, 2011). As such, therapeutic staff are faced with the challenge of advancing symptom reduction, and psychological, social, and physical changes with limited time and resources.

Affect regulation is often assessed by the therapist’s observation during psychotherapy sessions of a number of indicators of how feelings are modulated including the patient’s relationship to sleep, hygiene, eating patterns, mood states, motivational capacity, and many others. To intervene, regardless of the therapist’s theoretical orientation to treatment, all psychotherapies attempt to promote affect regulation through two primary mechanisms; 1.) transfer of skills for up and down regulating feelings and also 2.) in promoting strategies for observing one’s ability to regulate affect.

Likewise, attention to regulatory capacity is central to many emerging self-help technologies involving smartphone applications or monitoring devices such as fitness trackers. A host of these technologies observe, track, and offer strategies for regulating feelings through sleep, exercise, nutrition, alcohol use and many others. Recently, literature has emerged that suggests behavioral health settings are open to exploring and using smartphones and other kinds of technology for assessment and interventions. Now more than ever, clinicians are using web-based interventions (Barnes et al., 2003); learning tools (Berry et al., 2003); web-based supervision (Watson, 2003); and computer-
based career counseling programs (Kuo & Srebalus, 2003). Internet-based counseling services are on the rise (Alleman, 2002; Haberstroh, 2009; Mallen et al., 2005). For example, Stuhlmiller and Tolchard (2009) identified several cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) computer-based programs (Beating the Blues©, Fear Fighter©, and MoodGYM©) for treating clients suffering from anxiety and depression. These programs not only enhance the counseling process, but they are also affordable and accessible. A meta-analysis and systematic review conducted by Richards and Richardson (2012) explored different computer-based treatments for depression, their design, communication types employed, alongside various types and frequency of support delivered, reviewing 19 RCTs and 23 published papers, and concluded increased effectiveness of computer-based interventions as compared to usual treatment and improved participant satisfaction. In this way, the technology enabled the interventions to span beyond the therapeutic session and maximize time between sessions.

While technology-based strategies have been investigated for delivery of interventional models in behavioral health, little research has examined the clinical utility of incorporating smartphone technologies into the two major components of traditional models of psychotherapy, namely the promotion of observation of affect regulation and skill transfer of coping strategies for affect regulation. Clinical utility is a concept recently further developed by Smart (2006) which examines the usefulness of any novel intervention or innovation through a multi-dimensional lens. The model evaluates four factors in the expert clinical opinion of the appropriateness, accessibility, practicality, and acceptableness of a new intervention (Smart, 2006). These components are essential for
clinicians to adopt any new modality. Without clear clinical utility, there is no incentive for clinicians to integrate the intervention into their practice.

**Purpose of the Study**

In light of the dearth of exploratory research on incorporating smartphone applications into psychotherapy, and the clinical centrality of affect regulation as a target of psychotherapeutic treatments, research is needed to examine the clinical utility of smartphone technologies as strategies for psychotherapists to promote observation of skills for regulating affect. As such, this exploratory study uses focus groups with trained psychotherapists to study the following specific aim;

To examine clinicians’ perspectives on the clinical utility of incorporating existing mobile smartphone technologies into psychotherapeutic treatment with persons with behavioral health conditions for enhancing affect regulation. Applying Smart’s model, the study will examine the accessibility, practicality, acceptableness, and appropriateness of these mobile technologies into psychotherapeutic practice.

**Research Questions**

Based on the specific aim of this proposed research, and a review of the literature, four exploratory research questions guided by Smart’s (2006) conceptual have emerged and are as follows: Based on the experiences of trained psychotherapists,

1.) What is the perceived appropriateness of using smartphone technologies as a means to help clients self-observe emotional regulatory markers and practice new skills?

2.) What is the perception of clinicians regarding the ability of clients seeking outpatient mental health counseling to access smartphone technology?
3.) What is the perception of clinicians on the practicality of integrating smart phone technologies for promoting affect regulation in everyday practice situations?

4.) What are the moral or ethical concerns for practicing clinicians in considering use of these technologies for helping with affect regulation?
CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

Disorders

Mood, anxiety and substance use disorders are pervasive and associated with increased societal and personal expenditures (Grant, 1995; Kessler et al. 1996). The cost of these disorders is not time-limited. Instead, longitudinal research including numerous clinical trials (Hirshfield et al. 1990; Merikangas et al. 1998; Svanun et al. 1989; Swedson et al. 2000; Hasin 1997) and national epidemiological surveys (Grant, 1995; Kessler et al. 1996) consistently demonstrate the negative impacts of these disorders span the lifetime.

Anxiety Disorders

Epidemiological studies indicate the high prevalence of anxiety-related disorders in the United States (Martin, 2003; Dickey, 1997). Anxiety disorders are associated with fear, nervousness, apprehension, and panic as well as physical symptoms including cardiovascular, respiratory, or gastrointestinal symptoms (Rakel, 1981). Phobias are the most common, followed by panic disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and generalized anxiety disorder (Martin 2003). Individuals between ages 24 to 44-years-old are the cohort that experiences the highest rate of these disorders (Martin, 2003). The Epidemiological Catchment Area (ECA) survey is the most well-known study which studied the general population of five American states, and it stressed the high rate of co-morbidity of anxiety with other psychiatric disorders (ECA, 1990).

Mood Disorders

A major depressive disorder is among the most commonly diagnosed mental disorder with approximately one in six adults experiencing an episode within their lifetime (Kessler et al., 2003). Depression envelopes nearly all aspects of life including
physical health (Evans, 2005), work and income (Coryell et al., 1990; Kessler et al., 2006). The World Health Organization (WHO) has ranked depression the fourth leading cause of disability worldwide predicting that by 2020 it will be the second leading cause of disability (Murray et al., 1996). Kessler (2013) points out the socio-demographic correlates of major depression and found low education, high teen child-bearing, marital disruption, and unstable employment as crucial risk factors for major depression. Many who struggle with depression tend to self-medicate and emotionally regulate with the use of drugs or alcohol.

**Substance Use Disorders**

Recent findings from several nationally representative samples suggest that the lifetime alcohol use and drug use disorders prevalence is approximately 8 percent and 3 percent, respectively (Merikangas et al., 2010; Swendsen et al., 2011). However, these numbers could be drastically under representative given the emergence of the opiate epidemic in the United States which most frequently starts with opioids that are prescribed by physicians. Abuse of prescription pain medication and other opioids resulted in 28,000 deaths nationally in 2014 (CDC, 2016). Besides this high rate of lethality, the treatment, and associated health care costs of opioid drug abuse, dependence and death are estimated to be 78.5 billion dollars annually (Florence et al., 2016).

**Affect Regulation**

A core organizing feature of each of the major behavioral health problems reviewed above is a disruption in the regulation of affect or emotional processing. Hill (2015) suggests that emotional processing is optimized when we feel safe, and that regulated affect optimizes the capacity for flexibility and creating adaptive responses to the changing
demands of the environment (Schore 1994, 2003a, 2003b, 2012) and thus is foundational for optimal functioning. Affect is a response to the environment, and when affect is regulated the organism can respond flexibly and adaptively, however, when affect is dysregulated individuals become reduced to reactivity, irritability and automated unhealthy processes (Hill, 2015; Schore 1994, 2003a, 2003b, 2012).

Affect regulation has strong neurobiological underpinnings and its development begins early in the life cycle. The cerebral cortex is divided into the left and right hemispheres, which are connected to each other through a band of tissue called corpus callosum (Carter et al., 2009). The right hemisphere is in a surge of growth from birth to two years of age and is responsible for the perception of non-verbal communication and emotional processing of environmental stimuli. Further, it is directly impacted by the autonomic nervous system which regulates physiological states, such as the fight or flight response to fear (Carter et al., 2009). The left hemisphere is responsible for higher cognitive functions such as language and logic. It begins its growth spurt at eighteen months and becomes the dominant hemisphere at three years of age (Applegate & Shapiro, 2005; Siegel, 2003). To achieve the capacity for affect regulation, the left and right hemisphere of the brain must communicate with one another to have a logical, adaptive reaction to emotional stressors. This communication is achieved through the development of the corpus callosum, making it a key player in affect regulation.

At the beginning of life, the infant perceives the world in sensory experiences to detect safety and threat resulting in a blueprint for temperament and affect. This is when the brain’s stress response system is formed playing a significant role in the capacity for affect regulation. In a ‘good-enough’ developmental environment the child feels safe and
therefore can develop adaptive responses to stressors. However, under the threat of trauma and extreme stress, the infant may not develop the necessary skills or capacity to return to affective homeostasis. Often individuals who struggle to regulate affect typically have experienced some form of trauma, be it abuse, neglect, overt trauma or relational trauma.

Affect regulatory capacity is built through attachment relationships with caregivers in the early parts of life. “The caretaker’s regulatory deficits are internalized by their infants” (Hill, 2015, p.311). Therefore, if the primary caregiver of an infant is poorly regulated, this can through observation, attunement and mirror neurons be transmitted to the child, creating hard wiring in their brain to be prone to dysregulation. “The primary attachment object may exacerbate rather than ameliorate their dysregulation, creating lifelong consequences” (Hill, 2015, p.570).

**Strategies for Regulating Affect**

Hill (2015) indicates that becoming dysregulated is part of everyday life. “The capacity to return efficiently to a regulated state maximizes adaptive functioning” (Hill, 2015, p.303) and resilience (Chicchetti, 2010). Persons in psychotherapeutic treatment commonly use the regulatory strategies listed in Table 1, and others, to regulate affect. Regardless of the long-term effects or consequences, these affect regulatory propensities in the moment of use are self-soothing and include strategies such as social media and alcohol consumption.

Affect regulatory strategies are used to modulate mood and affect. These include but are not limited to sleep, physical activity, alcohol consumption, social media consumption, medication, nutrition, and mindfulness techniques. Table 1 reviews the latter affect regulatory strategies.
Through a multitude of studies, sleep is a crucial indicator of mood with lack of sleep resulting in irritability and labile moods (Riemann et al. 2001; Jankowski, 2014). Furthermore, many seek out sleep as an affect regulator—when feeling overwhelmed, many use sleep to tolerate and modulate the dysregulation. Physical activity is yet another affect regulator with many people reporting that they go to the gym to help with stress from work or relationships (Craft et al., 1998; Cooney et al., 2013; Daley, 2008; Danielsson et al., 2013; Josefsson et al., 2014; Krogh et al., 2011; Rethorst et al., 2009; Silveira et al., 2013; Stathopoulou et al., 2006; Hallgren et al., 2016; Schuch et al., 2016). Alcohol consumption is exhibited by many adults coming home and making a statement such as “I need a glass of wine, to unwind.” These statements are made throughout households in the United States, and further illustrate the soothing nature of alcohol to help regulate affect (Kuntsche et al., 2005; Brennan et al., 1986a; Brennan et al., 1986b). Social media consumption often is categorized as a place where people can go to “check out” and take their thoughts off their mood or anxiety (Primack et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2016). This can often lead to feelings of stability and self-soothing. However, some research has indicated that social media consumption has the consequence of dysregulating affect with a number of studies showing a correlation between longer social media exposure to greater feelings of depression (Primack et al., 2009). Use of psychotropic medications is a crucial indicator of affect regulation, with the goal to regulate affect and when individuals choose not to take their medication or forget, it can lead to withdrawal, dysregulation and varying mood swings (Aksoy et al., 2016; Scott, 2000; Scott et al. 2002; Dayer et al., 2013). Nutrition is another affect regulator for many; some will feel stressed at work and report eating sugar to help satisfy cravings,
others may restrict food to help manage stress. Regardless of the circumstances, a balanced diet can lead to increased affect regulatory propensity (Akbaraly et al., 2013; Lai et al., 2013; Psaltopoulou et al., 2013; O’Neil et al., 2014; Sánchez et al., 2013). Mindfulness is a leading frontline treatment to help regulate mood and affect with a plethora of studies suggesting its benefits for mood and overall health and wellbeing (Eberth et al., 2012; Kok et al., 2017; Zoogman et al., 2015; Khoury et al., 2013; Klainin-Yobas et al., 2012).

### Table 1. Evidence of Affect Regulatory Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy for Affect Regulation</th>
<th>Evidence in reference to mood, anxiety OR substance abuse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Activity</strong></td>
<td>Physical exercise has been shown to be an efficacious treatment for major depressive disorder, with effect sizes ranging from small (−0.4) to very large (−1.4). Neurobiological research suggests that physical activity increases endorphins which decreases depressive symptoms and gives individuals a feeling of joy. Physical exercise also leads to increased energy, weight loss and a potential increase in self-esteem. Craft et al. (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Consumption</td>
<td>Alcohol acts as a depressant on the brain. Therefore, much research has suggested the effects of alcohol and mood, indicating that the more alcohol one consumes the more likely they are to experience depressive symptoms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kuntsche et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brennan et al. (1986a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brennan et al. (1986b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Media Consumption</td>
<td>Social media consumption is a newer phenomenon on mood. The rate of social media usage in youth is soaring, yet the research indicates the more social media one consumed leads to increased depression and anxiety specifically in youth in the United States.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primack et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lin et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication and Medication Compliance</td>
<td>Medication is a common therapeutic intervention. Psychopharmacology is riddled with many problems from access, to side-effects, yet the one of the largest problems is medication compliance. Is the patient taking the medication they have been prescribed at the right dose, on time and consistently? This question is something that is hard to track. Much research has illustrated that medication compliance is highly correlated with changes in mood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aksoy et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scott (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scott et al. (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dayer et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition</td>
<td>Nutrition and mood are highly correlated. Serotonin is the neurotransmitter that mediates mood, regulates sleep and inhibits pain. 95% serotonin is produced in the gastrointestinal tract. The gastrointestinal tract is lined with millions of receptors. Consequently, much research has illustrated: what you eat guides your emotions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Akbaraly et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lai et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Psychotherapeutic Modalities and Improving Affect Regulation

As discussed, disruptions in affect regulation often result in major mood disorders, anxiety disorders, and substance abuse disorders. While there are many treatment modalities to help this growing population, a frontline professional intervention involves a clinician sitting across from a client engaged in therapy usually for an explicit, singular cross-section in time: one hour per week. However, managed mental health care (MMHC), which arose in the 1980s, has further reduced the scarce time for clients and clinicians to work together. Before MMHC, practitioners determined precisely what services each client required in these weekly sessions and billed the insurances accordingly. Now in the world of MMHC, insurance companies make those decisions. Consequently, service delivery is driven by cost reduction rather than by client needs, which ultimately results in fewer sessions over time (Huber, 1997). With MMHC, many plans only provide 10 to 20 one hour “snapshots” to conceptualize the client and intervene, before the health insurance case managers begin to inquire about medical necessity (APA, 2017). Beyond this, MMHC requires that the interventions be evidence-based, a concept that was transplanted from

| Mindfulness | Mindfulness focuses on attention placing. Research has suggested that mindfulness can change the brain patterns and can even increase tissue density in key regions. Mindfulness based therapeutic interventions focus on sensations and feelings rather than thoughts, leading to a more experiential intervention. Eberth et al. (2012) Kok et al. (2017) Zoogman et al. (2015) Khoury et al. (2013) Klainin Yobas et al. (2012) |

medicine into psychology in the 1990s. This change imposed an evidence-based blueprint onto clinical decisions and treatment (Sackett & Rosenberg, 1995).

To address this growing problem, evidence-based treatments like cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and psychodynamic psychotherapy treatments are aimed in part towards 1.) helping clients observe their affect, and b.) transferring skills to clients for regulating their affect in the context of distress. These treatment modalities vary in significant ways in that they are based in different theoretical frameworks and are implemented across different time frames. CBT is thought of as a combination of psychotherapy and behavioral therapy and the central tenants include short-term, goal-oriented treatment that takes a hands-on approach to problem-solving (Martin, 2016). CBT introduced the now widespread practice of utilizing out-of-session actions (also referred to as homework). Homework compliance is necessary because it indicates a clients’ commitment, motivation, and engagement in therapy (Hubble et al., 1999).

Despite the strong positive correlation between completion of homework and psychotherapeutic outcomes, individuals still struggle to remember or being motivated to do the homework (Scheel et al., 2004). Further, the homework, as well as the clinician’s intra-session gathering of data, is based solely on the client’s self-report, which is fundamentally biased as it is subject to numerous retrospective confounds, such as recall and misattribution biases (Scheel et al., 2004). One of the methods most commonly used to end this is ecological momentary assessment (EMA; Stone & Shiffman, 1994), a method involving repeated sampling of individual experience in real time and a person’s natural environment, so instead of “how did you feel over the past week?” the question becomes “how do you feel right now?” This type of real-time assessment can, in turn,
help clinicians identify factors that may contribute to an individual’s symptoms as well as assess if clients are integrating therapeutic learned skills in their everyday life (Roche et al., 2014). Further, the ability to continuously assess, track and analyze these symptoms can aid in the systemic conceptualization of mental health disorders (Wichers, 2014). Thought observation is a large part of CBT as Beck created the term automatic thoughts which refers to emotion-filled thoughts that suddenly arise in the event of stimuli. These automatic thoughts relate directly to affect regulation and are wired in infancy (Marin, 2016; Haggerty 2016).

Psychodynamic therapies are another popular front-line treatment to affect regulatory disorders. Psychodynamic therapy draws from a broad body of literature and theory including a focus on affect and emotion, the influence of past (specifically childhood) experiences, observing past patterns and themes in current relationships, including the relationship between the client and therapist (Gabbard, 2010, Shedler 2010). As described above, in these treatments, much of the affect regulatory deficits are a result of the caregiver-infant attachment (Hill, 2015; Gabbard, 2010). Hill (2015) later illustrates the importance of the therapeutic relationship as a healing strategy. Psychodynamic therapy is a long-term approach which utilizes the therapeutic relationship, helping a client to experience stressful stimuli and then self-regulate. Hill suggests that having a patient focus on stimuli that will typically dysregulate and aiding them through self-regulation is one of “the arts of psychotherapy” (p. 798). Thus, in reviewing the primary emphases of these treatments, each one approaches affect regulation as a central feature of treatment.
Technology and Mental Health Intervention

Because of these leading treatments for this increasing population focus on skill transfer, development of healthy coping skills, and observation of affect regulation behaviors, it has become evident that many of these affect regulators could be tracked through the use of technology. The observation of affect dysregulation between sessions is a significant therapeutic intervention as is the learning of healthy coping skills to build resilience. Given the rise in mobile technology over the past decade, most notably mobile smartphones, it raises the question of whether this technology can be utilized to achieve the above goals of psychotherapy – skill transfer and observation of affect.

As early as 2006 the Institute of Medicine (IOM) began to recognize the rapid evolution of mobile technologies, which has created unique prospects for the collection of personal data in an individualized, granular, unobtrusive and affordable way (Institute of Medicine, 2006; Matthews et al., 2016). The IOM purported that technology that tracks a wide range of elements such as sleep, mood and activity (Li et al., 2010) could have the potential to transform mental health services by providing unceasing and precise individualized patient information related to behavior, symptoms, and medication side effects (Institute of Medicine, 2006). The National Council for Behavioral Health (2014) is advocating for the use of technology in the behavioral health setting, including personalized tools for patients, including patients’ individual symptom profiling and real-time assessments (The National Council for Behavioral Health, 2014; Moskowitz, Russell et al., 2009; Trull & Ebner-Priemer, 2013).

Utilizing technology in the behavioral health setting has been explored and is an emerging trend. In a pre-experimental design, researchers (Bush et al., 2013) tested
behavioral screening measures delivered with a smartphone application exploring psychometric properties and user preference. Upon evaluation of the reliability, validity, internal consistency and test-retest reliability on 45 army soldiers, the results illustrated high internal consistency and reliability with the smartphone delivered measures. Moreover, completion of the behavioral screening on the iPhone was much preferred over pen and paper because of its increasing convenience.

Luxton and colleagues (2014) examined stress reduction through a mobile application (Breath2Relax) compared to in-person care exploring cost reduction finding that the cost of in-person care is more expensive than the application once there are over 1500 users. Up until that point, the overhead and start-up costs of the application outweigh the participants seeking in-person care. A popular application was used for veterans going through prolonged exposure treatment (PE) and utilized a “PE Coach” designed to mitigate barriers to PE implementation. Features of the application included tracking severity of symptoms over time and the ability to record homework and audio record the PE session (Reger et al., 2013).

Van Ameringen and colleagues (2017), reviewed mental health applications currently being offered to the public. Examining mobile applications that provide a means of tracking, assessment, and treatment through a smartphone, researchers were able to ascertain that while there are many potential benefits to utilizing mobile applications in the clinical setting, there appears to be a disconnect between the evidence-base of the scientific community and mobile application developers. The study suggests that this disconnect results in questionable clinical utility.
Existing Smart Phone Technology and Devices for Monitoring Regulatory Strategies

As discussed, smartphone technology has been proposed as a value-added strategy for use in behavioral health learning new skills, self-observation, and tracking. Existing smartphone technologies and devices are also emerging as a culturally-derived strategy for self-tracking some regulatory capacities such as physical exercise, and alcohol consumption. Despite the pervasive utilization of these smartphone applications and devices their clinical utility to psychotherapeutic treatment has yet to be explored. Below is a table outlining the affect regulatory strategies and the current smartphone technology that tracks these functions.

Table 2. Existing Technologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulatory Strategies</th>
<th>Existing Technologies that Track Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>- Apple Watch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- iPhone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Fitbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Jawbone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Sleep as Android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Sleep Cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Sleep Bot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Sleep Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Activity</td>
<td>- Fitbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Apple watch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- my fitness pal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- iPhone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Jawbone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Cycle Meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Digifitcardio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Endomondo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Fitstar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Jefit Workout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Lose It!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Map My Fitness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Apps/Tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Ascics Run Training</td>
<td>-Pact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Pear Personal Coach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Rockmyrun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Consumption</td>
<td>-Intellidrink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-BAC Alcohol Calculator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-R-U-Buzzed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-ALculator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-AlcoDroid Alcohol Tracker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Alcohol calculator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Drinking Buddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Alc Calc Pro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Media Consumption</td>
<td>-Moment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Checky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Menthal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-BreakFree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Quality Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication compliance</td>
<td>-My Med Schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-MyMeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-RxmindMe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition</td>
<td>-My Fitness pal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Carbs Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Food Intolerances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Nutrients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Healthy Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Waterlogged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Fitocracy Macros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-My Net Diary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-My Plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Lose it!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindfulness</td>
<td>-Conzentrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Meditation Helper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Insight timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Prayer Notebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Questions to God</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-iBlessing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Azan Alarm Clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-iBCAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Buddha Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-iBrevitypro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examining the Clinical Utility of Technologies and Devices in Psychotherapy

As previously stated, despite the vast array of smartphone applications available for monitoring affective regulatory strategies, prior research has not explored how these technologies might be incorporated into psychotherapeutic treatment and harnessed as a strategy for encouraging clients to use these applications. Smartphone applications may be incorporated into psychotherapeutic treatment by directing clients to use these applications, and then use of the data generated by the application for reflection, or progress tracking in treatment. However, especially from the perspective of clinicians, the clinical utility of these technologies for use in psychotherapy remains unclear.

Smart (2006) explains “[t]hose who seek to introduce a novel technology, technique, or regime to health care are often asked to prove its clinical utility. There is, however, a lack of clarity about what clinical utility is or should be and how it can be judged” (Smart, 2006 p. 377). While clinical and cost-effectiveness are among the leading assumptions about what clinical utility means, Smart argues that clinical utility must also include the practitioners’ views and opinions about the novel intervention.

Smart (2006) illustrates that when examining a novel intervention, it is of paramount importance for the practitioners who will be utilizing the intervention to evaluate the appropriateness, accessibility, practicality, and acceptableness of the intervention. Appropriateness is the first tenant for clinical utility and refers to the effectiveness of the innovation to influence outcomes and to be able to support how the intervention may ‘fit’ into their current treatment process. The second tenant, accessibility includes economic affordability, as well as ‘procurement’ with questions such as “where would they be able to access this innovation?” (Smart, 2006, p.377). The
third tenant of clinical utility, practicality, focuses on the intervention’s specific capabilities matching up with the practitioner's needs. The main question in this tenant would be “does it do what we need to do, in actual everyday situations” (Smart, 2006, p.377). Further, it is essential for this tenant to analyze the practitioners training and skill level to administer the proposed innovation. As Smart (2006) illustrated managers might have a hard time letting go of staff for the time that is required for them to attend training to learn about the new intervention, making its use less practical.

The final tenant of clinical utility is acceptableness. It is essential to find out if the practitioners using this innovation have any moral objections to the innovation as the practitioner’s willingness to use the technology could be offset by moral or ethical concerns. According to Smart (2006), it is essential to assess these four tenants in the frame of three multidimensional approaches. The first lens is through the specialist opinions and judgments. The second lens is the organizational context of the workplace for the proposed intervention, and lastly, there is the societal lens which includes economic, political and cultural influences. The present study primarily viewed the primary research questions through specialist opinions and judgments.
CHAPTER 3: METHODS

Sampling Frame and Strategy

The sampling frame for the study included master’s prepared clinicians in social work and counseling practicing psychotherapy in an outpatient behavioral health treatment setting. Convenience sampling was used to construct the study sample. Inclusion criteria included 1) the ability to speak fluent English, and 2) a minimum of two years of experience in the outpatient psychotherapy setting providing direct clinical care to ensure practitioners were seasoned enough to evaluate a new intervention.

Persons recruited for the study were used to help build the sample through referral to other clinicians or the snowball technique, through personalized emails and phone recruitment. The principal investigator (PI) approached clinicians, assessed if they met the inclusionary criteria, and requested their assistance with recruiting other subjects. Participants were offered lunch as an incentive for attending these focus groups. After indicating interest in participating, the PI notified participants of the scheduled focus group time and place.

Focus Groups

One of the most commonly utilized research methods in exploratory social science studies are group depth interviews or focus groups (Merton & Kendall, 1946). Scientists have continued using this effective qualitative research methodology because of its high face validity, flexibility, social element, time efficiency and cost-effectiveness (Krueger & Casey, 2000). Fern (1982) asserts that focus groups generate more information than individual interviews would provide because it stimulates conversations between participants which may otherwise not be captured in individual interviews. The
standard connection between the diverse current users of focus groups is the fact that they all believe that live interactions with like-minded people will produce answers to questions that go beyond the level of seeming explanation, instead of creating a more in-depth discussion and understanding of the group content (Morgan, 1997).

**Human Subjects**

The PI presented a written consent form (Appendix B) and answered any questions about the study procedures, risks, and benefits. All groups were tape recorded for analysis, and this was explained to the participants before each group. Focus group participants were told they could not refuse to record unless the entire group dissented as well. Participants were made aware that they were allowed to choose to have their responses removed from the transcripts used for data analysis before the start of the focus group. Further participants were aware their involvement was voluntary and the information shared in focus groups would remain confidential. The benefits and risks were described to the participants who were minimal. Participants were directed that they could stop participation in the study at any time. Benefits of the study included the incentive of lunch provided in all focus groups. Raw data and consent forms were kept in a locked file cabinet, and only the PI had access. Computer files were stored on a safeguarded hard drive that was password protected for the PI. No names were connected to the raw data. After transcription and analysis, audio recordings were destroyed.

**Description of Sample**

This study’s focus groups included a total of 25 behavioral health clinicians with either a masters or doctoral degree in a mental health related discipline. Each participant contributed to one of four structured focus groups [Focus Group 1 (N=4); Focus Group 2
In reference to age, the youngest participant was 25 years old and the oldest participant was 70 years old ($\bar{x}=46.7$). The majority of the sample was White (92%) and identified as female (64%). Most participants had a Master’s degree (92%), and others had a doctorate in psychology. Participants had practiced a mean of 15.9 years after their terminal advanced degree, and participants has a mean weekly caseload of 13.8 clients. Twenty-eight percent of participants were credentialed on at least one insurance panel. The majority of participants (64%) worked with clients of all ages and approximately half the sample (52%) worked in an agency-based setting. In assessing participants use and comfort with smart phone applications, 100 percent of participants owned a smart phone and reported use of a phone daily. Comfort with a smart phone was evaluated on a Likert scale with 1 being very uncomfortable and 10 being very comfortable. Participants were very comfortable with using a smart phone ($\bar{x}=9$).
Table 3. Sociodemographic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>% of Sample</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td>46.68</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>25 to 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female identified</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male identified</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credentialed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSW</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PsyD</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Ed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years Post-Master's</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2 to 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agency</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Caseload</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21.24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort with Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6 to 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant Smartphone Usage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Population</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children/Adolescent</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Collection

Based on the primary research question, an interview schedule was created by the PI (see Appendix A for full schedule). This interview schedule was piloted in the first focus group. After the initial focus group, no changes were made to the format or questions. Overall, four focus groups were conducted. It was presumed this number of focus groups would provide adequate saturation (Morgan, 1997). Each focus group was
90 minutes in length. The moderator presented four primary question prompts, a strategic small number to allow for a more in-depth discussion (Henderson, 2004; Stewet et al., 2007).

**Data Analysis**

The constant comparative method (CCM) from grounded theory guided the primary data analysis in this research study (Boeije, 2002). Grounded theory has surfaced to be one of the most widely utilized methodologies for qualitative research since its inception in the 1960s (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Grounded theory’s CCM structure is helpful for primarily explaining a process or action, often through interviews with those familiar with the process or action. Sample sizes for grounded theory studies are usually within 20 to 30 range (Padgett, 2017). The CCM necessitates “inductive coding from the data, memo writing to document analytic decisions and weaving in theoretical ideas and concepts without permitting them to drive or constrain the studies emergent findings” (Padgett, p. 47, 2017).

The focus group sessions were audio recorded and professionally transcribed. The lead investigator, (CF) first familiarized themselves with the focus group transcripts and audio recordings, by listening to and reading them several times. The PI integrated constant comparative analysis to study any common ideas and divergences within each interview, then across interviews, then against Smart’s (2006) model (Padgett, 2007). Using the CCM, each focus group interview transcript was openly coded by the PI. For each transcript, codes were compared with other meaning units in the same interview, to create an initial set of codes. Next, these codes were compared across the four focus group interviews (CF and SB) and refined. Finally, these codes were compared (CF and SB) to
Smart’s (2006) 4 significant constructs to ascertain if the codes fit with these constructs or diverged into new patterns or ideas (Boije, 2002). The coding and analysis of focus groups were continuous, with analysis beginning with the first focus group and occurring after each subsequent group to create rich data from the interview (Rabiee, 2004). An audit trail was created and included memos regarding the creation of codes.
CHAPTER 4: RESULTS

Using Smart’s (2006) model of clinical utility as a guiding conceptual frame, axial coding produced the following thematic content related to the four constructs of the model; namely appropriateness, accessibility, practicality, and acceptableness. Also, respondents’ discussions generated discourse that captured their overarching views of technology and how it is changing not only behavioral health practice but the very nature of relating among people.

The themes presented below guided by Smart’s constructs reference meaning units related to the use of smartphone applications as an innovation in the practice of psychotherapy. Most notably, respondents discussed the use of devices and mobile applications for tracking symptoms or other foci of self-observation, as well as for aiding clients in practicing coping skills. These included devices such as the Fitbit© and other fitness trackers, which measure physical activity and sleep, as well as applications such as Moodlytics©, an application for tracking mood throughout the day. Other applications referenced included those used for learning coping skills such as mindfulness meditation (e.g., Headspace©), diary applications useful for measuring thoughts and feelings (e.g., Worrybox©), physical activity and sleep (e.g., Fitbit © & Calm ©) and nutrition (e.g., My Fitness Pal ©). These applications often include observation features as well for monitoring how often various coping skills are implemented.

Although not the focus of the structured interview guide or the study, respondents referenced numerous other kinds of technology use in their psychotherapy practice either in sessions or between sessions with clients. Clinicians used Skype©, FaceTime© and other video conferencing software to hold sessions and maintain face to face contact with
clients when not physically co-located. Respondents also referenced referring clients to online videos (e.g., TED Talks) to help their clients conceptualize various aspects of their treatment. A very commonly mentioned use of technology including text messaging with clients. In settings where clients were treated in groups, group text messaging between clients and use of social media to facilitate group cohesion and communication was another strategy referenced in several focus groups.

**Appropriateness**

Appropriateness, the first construct of Smart’s (2006) model of clinical utility, describes how innovation in practice is judged as fitting into current treatment processes. Smart (2006) explains that appropriateness is primarily judged based on the perceived effectiveness of the intervention and its relevance as a strategy for achieving a client’s treatment goals.

In assessing the effectiveness of the use of mobile applications in psychotherapy practice, respondents viewed the use of several applications as effective for intra-session self-observation of symptoms and transfer of positive coping skills for affect regulation. In many cases, use of applications helped clinicians support the use of positive coping skills such as meditation, medication adherence, sleep hygiene, recovery principles, and respondents also mentioned applications being helpful for observing and monitoring mood, nutrition, substance use, depression, and anxiety. For example, a respondent mentioned an application utilizing a sober calendar, which is a way for clients to keep track of their continual abstinent days sober. Another application mentioned was specifically designed for individuals who are currently taking medication. There is an application that helps to remind clients when to take their medication and which
medications to take. “That’s really helpful for the people who have to take multiple medications at different times, especially,” (Focus Group Participant) explained one participant who treats a population of clients who take daily medication.

Clinicians frequently mentioned the use of applications for sleep hygiene. These clinicians either instructed their clients to begin to monitor sleep through the use of an application or clients who have brought tracking devices or applications as a topic in their sessions. Devices worn such as Fitbit© can track your sleep, how much you wake up in the night, how many times you are restless, and how long you stayed asleep. One participant said they feel as though they are speaking about sleep in almost every session they have with clients, making a sleep application relevant to her practice. Participants shared that sleep tracking technology is, “actually good for somebody who almost like perceives, because of their anxiety that they’re not sleeping. They could say, it’s not as bad as I thought. I can take care of this before it gets worse” (Focus Group Participant). This reduction in anxiety around sleep was referenced as extremely effective in helping clients to see their sleep in a more realistic frame. One participant explained they have clients exclaim, “I’m not sleeping, or I’m only getting – or if you believe, I’m only getting three hours of sleep a night, and you look and say, actually, no, I’m getting five and a half” (Focus Group Participant). Another participant shared about an application that can aid in helping a client to fall asleep; “the Calm© app also has something called Sleep Stories. So, they are twenty-five-minute stores that, you know – it’s meditative but it gets your mind off something, and you wake up, and you’re thinking about all the things you’re worried about. It just takes your mind off of it, and they’re nice” (Focus Group Participant).
Participants also referenced mood tracking applications they have utilized effectively in session with clients. One participant stated,

I love Moodlytics. It helps them set goals. It helps them to take notes about the emotions that they’re experiencing. If they don’t have the natural inclination to check in with themselves, they can get a ding multiple times throughout the day to check in with themselves and record the emotion that they are feeling and, as they take their notes, they can see their streaks throughout the week and the months” (Focus Group Participant).

Another clinician brought up a reason he uses these mood tracking applications, specifically for clients who may be going to see a psychiatrist for medication management. He explains,

I like to get them to understand and find a language as best they can before they walk into a psychiatrist. Because my philosophy is if you are going to a psychiatrist, there is a good chance you are going to walk out with a script, so you better be able to identify exactly – because I’ve had many clients over the years who say they are depressed – they’re really anxious, and they’re on maybe not the right medication. So that was a way to talk about knowing the difference between anxiety and depression when it comes up. Can they separate when it’s situational – more relational – my anxiety goes up. The depression is more sometimes cognitive of my thoughts. Sometimes is it biochemical and it’s just a pervasive feeling. So, I want them to have all those nuances to use that app for when they go back and get evaluated for medication. And, it saves me from being the middleman because, in the past, I’ve often gone with clients to say, look, he’s presenting here, and he speaks – like this is what I see. I help them get on different medications or readjust their medications. I like the app” (Focus Group Participant).

Moodlytics© and other mood tracking applications were deemed effective in identifying core feelings, communicating these feelings to providers and relating them to any environmental or intrapsychic stressors.

Participants also referenced mobile applications for treatment issues idiosyncratic to particular patient groups. For example, one participant spoke about how she uses applications to track finances;
I work a lot with young people – twenty-somethings in families who have a difficult time launching into adulthood, so to speak, independently of their parents, so sometimes it really is helping them to develop skills of financial literacy to say how do you manage money” (Focus Group Participant).

She shared that many young adults aren’t quite sure how to manage money and through the use of a mobile application she can implement an intervention with her clients that allow ease in documenting finances.

Although clinicians viewed mobile applications as frequently an effective tool, they also discussed several lenses they use to assess the relevance of mobile applications for clients’ treatment goals. First, clinicians used a developmental lens to ascertain the appropriateness of use of a mobile application with a client. Namely, participants mentioned the importance of matching use of an application with the developmental stage or age of the client. Many participants explained that younger clients are more open to the use of technology and thus clinicians presumed greater buy-in from these clients to engage in this kind of therapeutic intervention. A clinician explained, “except for my younger clients, who introduced me to them. And the younger clients gobble it right up and the adult clients, especially the women clients, are very open to it, too” (Focus Group Participant). Participants illustrated that it would be more organic for younger clients to utilize their phones, “[f]or adolescents, kind of what you are saying, I could imagine that this is just much more natural for them to go right into their phone and, you know, plug things in” (Focus Group Participant).

Further, in addressing relevance, participants referenced several areas that delimit the relevance of mobile applications for behavioral health clients. Respondents recognized that relevance of a mobile application was contingent on the presenting needs of each and their specific symptom profile. Often, respondents viewed mobile
applications as enhancing and subsequently worsening the client’s core symptoms. In these cases, mobile applications functioned iatrogenically. As an example, respondents reported trepidation about using an application that tracks nutrition or exercise for clients who may be inclined to obsessive thinking. In all four focus groups, respondents discussed the potential for mobile tracking applications to create or increase preoccupation and obsession around a particular aspect of the experience.

For example, one participant stated, “I guess you have to be careful that it doesn’t promote their obsession” (Focus Group Participant). Another participant explained, this one family – I thought it was super cute like the family was all competing with each other about how many steps they would do a day and then I found out Johnny, one of the kids, I’ll just say, Johnny, was like running up and down steps the other night just to make sure that he got more – and at what cost? It’s just like a fun thing to inspire and to have some healthy competition or healthy way to kind of track, but on another hand, it can get really [obsessive] – and, so, it depends” (Focus Group Participant).

There were many examples similar to this in each focus group, with several participants talking about clients who struggle with eating disorders becoming fixated on tracking food or exercise. Similarly, many participants shared about the sacredness of trauma work, the importance of creating a safe space, and that perhaps if you are doing deeper trauma work, use of technology may not be appropriate. “I mean, it depends on what the client’s struggling with, too. Because if they’re someone who is deeply unregulated or dealing with really deep trauma, I’m going to be hesitant to do any of these apps because they are already so dysregulated,” described a participant (Focus Group Participant).

Finally, although infrequently mentioned, some applications were deemed less relevant in situations where the use of an application may hinder the progress of a client using a coping skill or treatment approach. One clinician offered caution about the use of
an application which promotes EMDR (eye movement desensitization and reprocessing)-related techniques. She explained,

another – most of my out-patient practice is doing the EMDR with clients and some of my clients have found EMDR apps -- or there is a newer technology called TouchPoints. You can get the audio on YouTube. TouchPoints -- the more expensive edition comes with an iPhone app with pre-programmed settings, I guess, for attention, for stress reduction, for trauma, for different moods. So, for clients with no experience with the EMDR – clients who might not have good coping skills or social support, these apps could cause harm (Focus Group Participant).

Another participant shared his concerns that perhaps mindfulness applications could corrupt one’s openness to mindfulness. He explains,

sometimes I feel like, too, you know, like if I bring up mindfulness they’ll like have seen it through some app or like through some YouTube person or something like that, and really it’s not scientific stuff, and it really like, kind of like corrupts like the beginning of doing that skill if they are willing to do that skill, now, you know, so if I’m just putting out a bunch of apps, it kind of can corrupt what we do (Focus Group Participant).

Accessibility

The second tenant of Smart’s (2006) model addresses the accessibility of a treatment innovation to clinicians, as well as clients. Accessibility is contingent on the resources needed to obtain and use the innovation. As such, economic affordability is a crucial indicator of accessibility. Outside of economic factors, the ease with which you can procure an innovation is imperative for assessing the accessibility, and subsequent clinical utility of the new treatment (Smart, 2006).

In discussing mobile applications, participants reported that because smartphones were ubiquitous, and because mobile applications were often free or of nominal cost, they were reasonably accessible to both the therapist and the client. However, one participant
spoke about working with populations who not have access to a smartphone, or mobile applications, because of socioeconomic status.

Regarding procurement, a small number of participants referenced that there are sometimes barriers to the ease with which clients may access mobile applications. For example, a clinician who works with children and adolescents spoke about needing to ensure parental permission before they suggest use or purchase of an application. This clinician stated she would need to get explicit parental permission before suggesting the use of an application. This lead to a discussion about how often younger clients will download applications without their parent’s approval and will spend their parent's money to do so, which could cause conflict in the household.

**Practicality**

The third tenant of Smart’s (2006) model of clinical utility, practicality, focuses on the innovation’s specific capabilities matching up with the practitioner's needs in practice. Practicality is threefold in nature. First, the functionality of the innovation depends on if it is “is it complete and in working order” (Smart, 2006, p. 380). Second, suitability assesses if the innovation “does…what we need it to do in everyday situations” (Smart, 2006, p.380). Lastly, practicality includes assessing if practitioners have the skills necessary to implement the innovation, and the training needed to address current and future needs. Smart (2006) cautions that the burden of training for some innovations way outweigh the benefits of its implementation.

Few participants referenced any overarching concerns with the functionality of mobile applications. However, they discussed they often work around some of the perceived inadequacies in existing applications and attempt to make a functional
application fit into their practice. Some participants stated they desired the creation of an application specifically tailored to psychotherapy or their practice. Some participants desired an application explicitly made for therapists to utilize in a clinical setting would be helpful. As one participant shared,

[y]eah, whereas for us, it would be nice if they had some like apps – for us to then to introduce into – like we’re always having to bend and like create new strategies to like incorporate this whereas like, really clinically or ethically, you’d think they would make it for us to then be able to use in a therapeutic way (Focus Group Participant).

The functionality and suitability of mobile applications were dependent in part on the setting in which one practiced, and participants discussed the constraints their current practice setting would place on the use of these applications. Those who were not in private practice brought up a barrier to utilizing technology in their agency by stating,

I mean I think the other thing, too, is the difference between working in private practice and you self-selecting your modalities as opposed to working in an agency, where the agency may tell you what modalities you can or can’t use. You know, there may be in the agencies, supervisors who aren’t willing to have people use apps because they can’t monitor [their use] (Focus Group Participant).

Relatedly, some applications were deemed to require too much monitoring on the part of the clinician to make them practical. For example, one therapist explained that she knows of an eating disorder application which links to the therapist’s phone, and it is the therapist’s job to check it to see what their clients are eating. She explained that she would not be willing to utilize an application like this one because of the burden of time and distress it would cause her to check on the client’s diet. Another clinician explained she wouldn’t want to spend time in session reviewing an application results, “[y]eah, I think if I had a client who was really interested in using this technology and they wanted to, I would be all for it, but I wouldn’t want it to be something that we spent a whole lot
of time like reviewing in the session. If it was something that was sort of helpful to them, go for it” (Focus Group Participant).

The most significant theme to emerge from practicality was about the practitioners’ perceived skills and capabilities by using mobile applications in practice (Smart, 2006). Several participants expressed the lack of training they have with these applications. Many of the participants voiced a feeling of inadequacy when discussing and encouraging the use of applications with clients, often leaving them less likely to suggest the use of applications in practice. For example, one participant stated “I haven’t researched some of these [apps] and haven’t been trained, and it’s not like really a workshop yet where they would say, here’s the app, you can use it and – I would do that. So, the barrier is training or self-training” (Focus Group Participant). Another participant stated, “[y]ou see all these learning experiences, CE continuing education classes, and there isn’t much about the technology and use in clinical practices or use for clinicians” (Focus Group Participant). Participants in all four focus groups stated that they needed more training on the use of technology in a therapeutic setting.

Acceptableness

In assessing the clinical utility of an innovation, Smart (2006) cites that the new treatment must be aligned with clinicians’ moral and ethical frame for practice. Smart states that any moral objections to innovation must be probed and addressed in planning for implementation of the technology.

In all of the focus groups, participants placed moral importance on not replacing the interpersonal relationship in the therapeutic space with technology. One participant explained, “[s]o in relation to using technology in psychotherapy, I’m always conscious
of the use of technology to enhance relationship ability, but not replace it” (Focus Group Participant). Other participants reinforced this argument explaining they use technology “more along the lines of an… an adjunct thing to our counseling” (Focus Group Participant). Another said,

I have a little bit of concern about trying to replicate something that’s supposed to be between two people. Like the sense of safety that you get from a therapist over time, where you feel like the clinical action or vulnerability happens, unplanned. When you’re, you know, describing your trauma or you’re in a safe space. I would worry about the attempt to duplicate that in any other way through a phone” (Focus Group Participant).

Another clinician claimed,

it’s like Dan Segal with interpersonal neurobiology, talks about the one human trait that all human beings need is the need to feel felt by another human being. And to feel felt, that so summarizes for me the struggle that I have with technology in a certain kind of way and to feel felt, via the iPhone doesn’t do it quite the way human-to-human does. It’s not bad, but it’s not the same (Focus Group Participant).

She goes on to explain,

[i]t can enhance it. It can add to it. It can sometimes diminish it, but it can’t replace it. That point of contact between two human beings in the presence of each other cannot be – I can replicate it in a lot of ways through technology and do it, but it is never going to be the same. To me, it does not replace. That’s the word I’m looking for. I don’t want technology nor do I want to give the impression to clients that technology will and can replace the human-to-human contact relationship (Focus Group Participant).

Other participants had concerns about the intrusion of technology on the therapeutic space. One clinician explains, “I feel like technology can interfere with the interpersonal relationship – not the relationship but the interpersonal moment of connection, right, that sort of Gestalt sense of being very present in the moment, you and I here and now in this moment” (Focus Group Participant).
Besides the impingement of technology on the relationship, respondents had a significant concern regarding the use of technology and how it could threaten a client’s privacy through corporate data sharing for marketing, advertising, and profit. Participants feared use of mobile application contributes to corporate exploitation for profit and capitalist gains. One respondent said, “[i]f we are encouraging them to use apps that we don’t know their true ownership or their true intentions of knowing that information, that’s the only downside. We are encouraging our clients to use the product, but probably we don’t know the intent” (Focus Group Participant).

Relatedly, maintaining client confidentiality was another significant concern in each focus group. Clinicians were concerned that mobile therapeutic applications are tracking mood, nutrition, or other private information, make clients vulnerable to others viewing this information. Many participants had questions about this but very few answers. “One of the things that I was thinking about is confidentiality – that we get another question about that. Just confidentiality and then also where all that information could go. I guess protection for them – for each person. Who would be using this?” (Focus Group Participant).

Finally, participants objected to the lack of vetting for mobile applications that promote symptom tracking or coping skills. Clinicians perceived it might violate the values of evidence-based practice to encourage clients to use apps that do not have any scientific evidence to support their use. One participant adamantly stated, “[p]eer review. I guess for me, like trust. Whether the app is, you know, $14.99 per download or if it’s going to be something that I’m reading about in either Social Worker Counseling Magazine and it’s being -- gone through some review” (Focus Group Participant).
Another participant simply stated, “I would want the science” (Focus Group Participant), explaining that it would be essential to see the science behind any kind of intervention that he would suggest for a client.

**Acceptableness:** *Technology is changing the very nature of practice.* The concerns regarding acceptableness above referenced clinicians’ views on the clinical utility very specifically of smartphone mobile applications. However, throughout all of the focus group discussions, discourse frequently centered more generally around the impact of phone and computer technology on the very nature of psychotherapeutic practice. In particular, clinicians cited that the advent of widespread use of text messaging required constant attention to the frame of the clinical relationship and clinicians used a variety of strategies to maintain boundaries around text messaging. Also, there was a diversity of ideas on the risks and benefits of text messaging. Many participants emphasized the importance of setting boundaries with their clients to ensure they were not providing therapy via text, which is often elicited by younger clients in between sessions. Some participants discussed that they used text messages to cancel and create sessions, but beyond that, they were uncomfortable communicating with client’s intra-session via text or email.

People use it for appointments. I’m always kind of reinforcing the boundaries with the iPhones about, you know, once you put content in there – I mean, I have a gal I work with from New York, and she puts stuff in there in a text that is totally inappropriate, but I have to remind her the next session that looks, you know, we should just use [texts] — to text appointment times, cancellation, that sort of thing. Anything else, I can’t guarantee confidentiality, because somebody could pick up your phone. Oh, yeah, yeah, I get it – if she is talking about her alcoholic dad or stuff like that (Focus Group Participant).

Another therapist shared that to cover his ethical stance and his liability; he explains to clients that he deletes every text that is sent to him from any client, but that they are
responsible for anyone who may go into their phone and read text messages they are sending to him. In contrast, some clinicians emphasized that text messaging may help clients feel safe in times of distress. A respondent illustrated the use of intra-session text messaging, explaining he frequently works with people who struggle with addiction, and it could take some time for them to develop and sustain a community of sober individuals. Therefore, he instructs his clients “[u]ntil you have a bigger connection, you can text me” (Focus Group Participant). He continues to explain specific occurrences he has utilized this intervention, and how he will immediately text back saying what time he can talk to the client, and that simple text message back is frequently the transformative intervention, because, at the time of his call back to the client, they often forget why they were in distress, the participant illustrates, “[i]nteresting, by the time I call them back, just having that one or two texts before I call them back, they’ve already calmed down” (Focus Group Participant). Another participant revealed an intervention she has used with her teen group therapy, she created a social media account and explained her reasoning for choosing to create this blog, commenting, “[a]nd with blogs, that’s part of the reason why I wanted my own Instagram that I can kind of monitor the kids that are contributing because I want to help them see that when they deepen their process without that support, that can put them into a risky situation” (Focus Group Participant).

Another emerging topic in the focus group discussions was the use of video conference sessions for clients who travel or for offering ongoing therapeutic intervention. Some clinicians commented how video-conferencing is helpful to maintain continuity of care when a client is traveling or in distress. Other therapists voiced some concern around utilizing video conferencing because of a lack of confidence in its
confidentiality, as well as barriers to making eye contact engendered by the use of webcams. However, there was little consensus on the benefits or costs of this innovation in psychotherapeutic practice.

**Acceptableness: Technology is the problem, not the cure.** Again, while not the focus of the structured interview questions, participants frequently discussed more overarching fears about technology and its impact on society and the developing child. Very frequently, participants argued that technology, and its rapid explosion in society, was the cause of mental health problems, as opposed to the cure for these issues. One participant shared “[a]nd I worry about reinforcing that and, you know, I feel like it’s kind of -- there’s a fine line because I, you know, attribute a lot of the increase in mental health issues that the kids and young adults are experiencing right now -- I think a big, big component of that is technology” (Focus Group Participant). Participants shared that they believe the intrusion of technology (specifically, the overuse of technology in the form of social media, texting, and apps) diminishes interpersonal relating in daily life. One participant shared how she feels that technological connection could be a manufactured non-organic way of communicating; she said,

> it’s just like I think that a lot of the connections that kids have right now are kind of a cheat connection. It’s not deep, meaningful connection. It’s just kind of like quick here and now connection. And that’s something I think about regarding like meeting them where they are but then how close are you meeting them and how much are you feeding into this idea (Focus Group Participant).

Participants discussed the evolution of the use of technology for they reported distress about the meaning of the connection and a perception that this form of connection could be less “real” than face-to-face interaction and breed a potential increase in loneliness and isolation. One participant shared a real-life example he had with a client recently,
no, the extensive social feedback loop is so broad and so immediate and so mood-altering that somebody can feel really good at 10:00 a.m. and then they see online their sister posted a picture of them at a party the other night with another sibling and said, why didn’t they invite me, oh my God, and then down the rabbit hole they go. I see a lot of adult siblings, 40s, 50 years old and saying, wow, my brother was traveling and invited my sister and didn’t [invite me] (Focus Group Participant).

Clinicians referenced a related idea, namely “FOMO” also known as “fear of missing out” and how social media can often times exacerbate this because everything people do socially is recorded and posted, and everyone has an audience they are catering to, and sometimes members of that audience are jealous or feel they are missing out on a good time, either because they weren’t invited or because they couldn’t go to an event for various reasons. Thus, because of technology, dysregulation ensues.

Other clinicians shared about how technology creates and expands the need for immediate gratification as opposed to distress tolerance or sitting in uncertainty. For example, one participant reports,

> technology is counter to resilience building concerning delayed gratification because everything is immediate. If I don’t respond to an email or a student’s email, or a client’s text within a concise frame period I will get another one and/or a conversation when I see them, are you mad at me, are you upset, or how come you didn’t or am I bugging you? It’s just like, wow, that ability to delay gratification in relational dance is so important for long-term intimacy and that – something in that feels like it’s getting lost. That could be one of the dangers – the dangers of therapeutic technology use are that it decreases intimacy as opposed to increasing [it]” (Focus Group Participant).

Technology promoting instant gratification was a common theme, which as this participant believes, could be counter to resilience.

Several participants talked about the dangers of younger people using technology at a developmentally vulnerable age. They shared about how they worry this use of technology may impact brain development, leading to shorter attention spans and other
neurobiological implications. One participant shared about their belief that brains have become rewired since the introduction of technology stating, “we’re becoming rewired, and I think they have already been rewired. They grew up with technology. We now have a generation who grew up with a smartphone at a cognitive age. They’re rewired” (Focus Group Participant).” This participant went on to share that she believes the capacity for affect regulation could be rewired as well. “And, so when we come back to emotional regulation and the use of applications in therapy, particularly with people around emotional regulation, my concern is how our brains are being rewired in some ways through technology” (Focus Group Participant). Another participant related this to a concern related to how parents have regulated or under-regulated their child’s technology use during fragile developmental years. Cyberbullying was also a cited as a concern for clinicians working with youth “I think that’s what with bullying online is what we see is that parents who don’t have a lot of oversight then that’s where the bullying takes place because parents aren’t aware of what they’re kids are doing online and the social networking sites aren’t doing enough to combat it” (Focus Group Participant).
CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION

Major Findings

This qualitative exploratory study examined clinicians’ perspectives on the clinical utility of incorporating existing mobile smartphone technologies into psychotherapeutic treatment. Through the use of focus groups comprised of masters prepared clinicians with at least two years of experience in an outpatient setting, with an interview schedule guided by Smart’s (2006) clinical utility framework. Among behavioral health clinicians, research questions addressed the perceived a.) appropriateness of using smartphone technologies as a means to help clients self-observe emotional regulatory markers and practice new skills, b.) accessibility of smartphone applications to these clients, c.) practicality of such applications, and d.) moral or ethical concerns in regards to the use of these technologies. Below the significant findings of this exploratory study as related to appropriateness, accessibility, practicality, and acceptableness are reviewed. These findings are linked to implications for practice and research. The discussion concludes with study limitations, those who were foreseen in the proposal and those which were revealed throughout the study.

First, therapists expressed considerable comfort with the use of smartphones and technology. Throughout all focus groups, smartphone technology was reported to be frequently used by clients and therapists. Two primary situations were referenced through focus group discussion; clients either bring in use of mobile applications to the therapist and the therapist is open to their incorporation or the therapist suggests the use of mobile applications to target specific symptoms. This finding is aligned with a general trend in the field. As stated above, the Institute of Medicine as early as 2006 began to
identify the rapid evolution of technology, purporting it could be a unique way to collect individualized personal data including, sleep, mood, and activity (Institute of Medicine, 2006). Additionally, the National Council for Behavioral Health (2014) advocated for the use of technology in clinical settings, foreshadowing the effectiveness for personalized tools assessments by providing individualized, granular, unobtrusive and affordable way of symptom profiling and real-time assessments (The National Council for Behavioral Health, 2014; Moskowitz et al., 2009; Trull & Ebner-Priemer, 2013). Although several pre-experimental studies were cited as suggesting the use of technology being effective in a clinical setting (Reger et al., 2013; Luxton et al., 2014; Bush et al., 2013), future research needs to examine this effectiveness further especially given the openness of the workforce to incorporating smartphone technology into practice.

An emphasis on person-centered care, as guided by humanistic models of psychotherapy, seems to guide clinicians’ openness to use of smartphone technologies in practice. Numerous therapeutic models ranging from cognitive behavioral therapy, psychodynamic, dialectical behavioral therapy, and family systems modalities all have one component in common; a humanistic person-centered approach. Carl Rogers (1968) is primarily credited with outlining a person-centered approach. Rogers purported that the therapeutic relationship between the client and the therapist is where the most healing takes place, and this is guided by unconditional positive regard and empathy. In the present study, focus group participants instituted client-centered care and often welcomed clients’ self-directed use of an application for wellness, and often suggested the use of applications to treat symptoms. Additionally, respondents used technology to offer in-session support to further client-centered goals. Many of these interventions are guided
by the clients’ directive; hence the person-centered Rogerian approach many clinicians reported using with their clients.

Again, although participants used pre-packaged applications not created for psychotherapeutic use but designed as self-help strategies, they indicated a need for an application specific to the psychotherapeutic practice. They found themselves utilizing applications and “bending” these applications to their needs as clinicians. However, participants frequently reported feeling like they needed to utilize multiple applications and change the intention to be therapeutic. They had to take an application and mold it, to aid in an intervention. There is a dearth of literature in this realm, with no evidence suggesting that practitioners desire an application specific to the psychotherapeutic practice.

While many organizations such as the National Council for Behavioral Health and the Institute of Medicine have insisted that technology is utilized in the psychotherapeutic space, there has been little research analyzing if clinicians would be accepting of technology. The clinical utility of technology findings was twofold; clinicians both found technology to be helpful in aiding client-centered self-observation and skill transfer, they also found several barriers to utilizing technology in the therapeutic space. While participants are welcoming to the use of smartphone applications to offer person-centered care, they also reported a range of concerns or caveats to their use. First participants reported the practicality of applications lacks because there is little training as to how to effectively implement technology into the psychotherapeutic setting. While clinicians may feel personally comfortable with utilizing technology, some reported they do not yet feel comfortable utilizing technology as an intervention. They desired to learn
more about applications and to have a vehicle for this knowledge base to remain timely and relevant. Having little training to utilize technology compounded fears that they could make their client's symptoms increase by suggesting the use of technology. These are just some of the barriers identified, which standardized guidelines would help.

Recently, guidelines for technology have been created by professional organizations such as the National Association of Social Workers. These guidelines provide standards, ethics, and values to aid social workers with a framework of how to approach situations implicating technology. Each practice standard relates to one of four themes concerning social workers’ use of electronic technology; a.) information provided to the public, b.) designing and delivering services, c.) gathering, managing and storing information, and d.) educating and supervising social workers (NASW, 2017). This study addresses the designing and delivering services. Many of the guidelines for the use of technology addressed the main concerns many practitioners had in this study.

Standard number 2.05 (p.15) describes the assessment that needs to take place before implementing technology into the therapeutic process. Findings of the study are aligned with this as many clinicians stated they would not feel comfortable suggesting the use of technology before performing a thorough assessment to ensure that clients have not struggled with compulsive behavior towards technology. Practice standard 2.06 (p.16) suggests that the social worker must have competency including the knowledge and skills required to suggest and integrate the use of technology, yet another theme that emerged in focus groups of the present study (NASW, 2017). However, focus group participants found training in the use of technology scarce, citing that they struggle to find appropriate training to aid in increased technological competency.
These guidelines for the use of technology set forth by a national institution, are of paramount importance to clinicians who are open to utilizing technology but are wary of the potential identified risks. Future research needs to examine the extent to which the guidelines which have been set forth are being read and integrated into practice as well as what barriers stand in the way of national associations such as NASW to facilitating training on how to incorporate technology into the therapeutic setting.

A significant finding exposed participants feeling uncertain in using applications given the lack of research and vetting of mobile applications. Evidence-based practice is defined as the “conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions about care of clients” (Gibbs & Gambrill, p. 452, 2002). Participants shared about feeling confident in utilizing evidence-based practices in client care. However, respondents felt distrust and guarded when suggesting the use of mobile applications given the lack of research and evidence measuring their effectiveness. This finding suggests that clinicians could avoid integrating technology in the therapeutic setting because of the perception that it could violate evidence-based care. Future research is needed to examine the degrees to which kinds of applications referenced impact key patient outcomes.

Third, use of applications not rooted in the evidence-base may lead to iatrogenic effects, which include harmful outcomes of treatment that are caused by the treatment itself. Clinicians in this study were fearful that use of applications might exacerbate symptoms. Focus group respondents reported they suggest the use of applications more cautiously to those individuals who may be more inclined to obsessive thinking, rigidity and compulsive behaviors. This aligns with the research which suggests that the
exponential increase in fitness devices and calorie trackers have triggered, maintained and exacerbated eating disorder symptomology (Simpson & Mazzeo, 2017; Hefner et al., 2016). Further, the addictive quality of technology use was mentioned several times with examples such as constant checking of phones and misuse of social media. Depending on the personality of the client, participants may be less inclined to suggest the use of technology. The literature supports respondents’ perceptions. Hsiao (2017) examined the big five personality traits finding that varying personality traits influence the compulsive use of technology. Study participants also cited suggests that obsessive use of technology could be increased or decreased depending on the individual’s personality. The participants seem to have the working clinical knowledge that each client may respond differently to the use of technology. Thus, the suggestion of technology must be well-informed.

Also, the respondents were concerned that suggesting the use of a mobile application could lead to further dependence on a technology that could increase loneliness and isolation. Participants shared that often their clients are looking to get away from technology not become closer to it. As such incorporating technology into psychotherapy may impinge on clients’ treatment goals. Respondents expressed concern that technology is a culprit of continued isolation in their population and lack of connection between friends and family members. This finding aligns with much of the research suggesting that technology use could lead to isolation and in turn, depression (Leffel, 2010; Goddard, 2012; Gunnell et al., 2017).

Likewise, other participants expressed concerns about how technology could be impacting the developmental brain, some mentioning how a potential rewiring occurs
with the increased level of instant gratification, so many emerging technologies provide. While there has been much written on increased social media use correlating with decreased body image (Fardouly et al., 2015; Perloff, 2016; Suplee, 2018), there seems to be a dearth of literature surrounding this particular theory set forth by participants in the present study. While the concept of instant gratification and technology use is not a complete unknown (Panek, 2013), participants in the present study specifically referenced how social media and technology use could have the capacity to rewire the developing brain. Although the current research available is insufficient to support the rewiring hypothesis, there is much literature on the impact of screen time on the developing child, that measures the length of time spent looking at and engaging with screens, including phone use and computer use (Wu et al., 2015; Gunnell et al., 2017). Studies suggest there is a correlation between increased screen time, decreased physical activity, increased depression and anxiety symptoms. Even organization such as the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) are hosting panel discussions and placing forth guidelines and recommendations in regarded to screen time and the developing mind. Further, the AAP created a website to help guide parents to create a customized media plan for each child. Recommendations purported by AAP include prioritizing family time over screen time, balancing media use with other healthy behaviors and ensuring media use does not displace physical activity, hands-on exploration and face-to-face social interactions (AAP, 2016). Participants in the present study have witnessed first-hand how over-use of technology may increase, isolation, anxiety, and disconnection from peers and family. These clinician focus group findings support the idea that connection is crucial in maintaining a healthy lifestyle and that technology can interfere
with social connection, increasing isolation and thus mental illness symptoms (Fenkel, 2017).

Further, respondents reported suspicions of the impact of technology on society. The present study’s participants appeared to place a hierarchy on types of communication in the 21st century. The concept that face to face interaction is the highest most respectable form of social connection emerged throughout the focus groups. Second would be talking on the phone, and the least desired form of communication for their clients would be texting/social media use. The results suggest that clinicians are hesitant about encouraging the use of technology because of their own opinion that technology has decreased authentic connection. Implications for future research need to explore ways in which technology, may paradoxically to clinicians’ concerns, increase connection.

Participants were also wary of utilizing technology to treat specific populations such as obsessive personalities and eating disorders but also identified patients suffering from trauma as being another population they would want to avoid introducing technology to in the therapeutic setting. Respondents were avoidant of technology for individuals seeking trauma treatment for fear of being triggered and not being capable of down-regulating. Trauma is conceptualized as a result of abuse, violence, neglect, disaster, loss and interpersonal harmful experiences (SAMHSA, 2014). Trauma is examined through the events that happened to the individual, the experience the individual had during these events and the effect the experience had on the individual (SAMHSA, 2014). Clinicians who are steeped in trauma-informed therapy are primarily focused on creating safety in the therapeutic setting, as safety is crucial in
preventing re-traumatization. Future research is required to determine how mobile applications can be appropriately integrated into trauma-informed patient care.

To create and maintain a safe space for clients, respondents spoke about creating a strong inter-personal therapeutic relationship. However, participants revealed the difficulty in introducing technology to the therapeutic setting because it could impinge the inter-personal therapeutic space. Participants divulged feelings of worry and concern, citing that the essential part of therapy is the therapeutic relationship, which is another Rogerian humanistic principle and a core assumption of most psychodynamic models of treatment. Clinicians seemed less accepting of the integration of technology in the therapeutic space, because of the views that technology could invade the potentially budding and fragile relationship between client and practitioner. Therefore, the technology could instead be counterproductive to a relationship-based. This finding was significant as it illuminated the level to which our specific sample respected the therapeutic relationship and exposed the nuances to which a therapist would be less accepting of technology. Future research should address the extent to which therapists feel that technology has impinged on the therapeutic relationship, and perhaps explore how it might support the relationship.

Further, respondents reported suspicions of the impact of technology on society. Many participants talked about the rapid shift of technology in communication, frequently sharing about their own experience with how technology corrodes the fabric of society, allowing people connections with texting and social media use. Other participants expressed concerns about how technology could be impacting the developmental brain, some mentioning how a potential rewiring happens with the
increased level of instant gratification so many emerging technologies can provide at such a young age. Additionally, therapists revealed their fears surrounding technology replacing clinicians and in-person sessions, citing the numerous text-therapy applications on the market. Future research is needed to examine how technology can be implemented in treatment to enhance the therapeutic relationship as opposed to replacing it.

**Limitations**

There is little research in this area. Therefore, the exploratory nature of the study is an essential first step in addressing the integration of smartphone technology into the psychotherapeutic setting. This exploratory study has contributed to the very nascent literature on the use of mobile applications in psychotherapy. However, because of the limited sample size, future qualitative analyses could enrich this beginning understanding further.

Furthermore, our sample does not include other practicing disciplines of mental health professionals such as psychiatrists, psychiatric nurse practitioners, physician assistants and bachelors level counselors. A significant portion of participants (64%) identified as working in private practice or group practice setting with only 28% being credentialed. This limits the client sample to only those of higher socioeconomic status. Of the 36% of participants who reported being employed by an agency, there was little discussion of a community-based population, thus, in only one focus group was lack of smartphone accessibility mentioned. This limitation creates remaining questions, mainly, does a community-based population have access to smartphone technology similar to the ones referenced? While focus groups are an effective way to capture thoughts and
opinions of individuals meeting specific criteria, they have inherent limitations, and a central one is that the influence the group may shape individual opinions such that social desirability skews results.

The focus group questions were not specific enough in the pathway to technology use. Therefore, results indicated that there were two groups of respondents, those who suggested the use of technology and those who were open to incorporating the use of applications. Unfortunately, many respondents shared about application usage but failed to mention how the application was introduced into the clinical setting. The question prompts were not specific enough to identify the pathway to technology use. Future research is needed to examine this to ascertain the influence of this innovation.

**Conclusion**

This exploratory study provided an enriched knowledge based on the use of smartphone technologies in psychotherapeutic practice and also illuminated multiple opportunities for future research. In particular, the study highlighted the need for improved workforce training and guidelines for integrating smartphone technology into the therapeutic setting. Further examination of the effectiveness of such applications for supporting affecting regulatory goals of psychotherapy is needed. Most importantly, this study raised the question, is the use of smartphone technology in clinical psychotherapy practice a problem as opposed to a cure? Alternatively, have we yet to discover ways to safely and effectively apply smartphone-based strategies for promoting connection, affection regulation, and wellness in vulnerable clients? It is imperative that clinical social workers and other behavioral health clinicians provide leadership and expertise in answering these questions.
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Appendix A

Snowball Technique Personalized Email

To whom it may concern:

As you know, with the rise of managed mental health care, service delivery is now based on cost reduction rather than needs. Because of this, managed health care companies have made it their mission to only support treatment modalities which are evidence based. Consequently we, as masters prepared outpatient clinicians, are on the line for creating new and innovative treatment modalities utilizing research.

I know you are super busy but I was hoping you would be in one of my focus groups for my dissertation research, I would appreciate your feedback and opinion on this subject. The research is on the clinical utility of smart phone application interventions, focus groups are small, at Center for families (and I can give you a tour!), and a meal will be provided! Please follow this link to sign up as they are fast approaching!

https://doodle.com/poll/kmpi36nzupausis3
Appendix B
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

RESEARCH SUBJECT
INFORMATION FORM

Protocol Title: Exploring the Clinical Utility of Mobile Applications for Promoting Affect Regulation among Clients with Behavioral Health Problems

Principal Investigator: Caroline Fenkel MSS, LCSW

Emergency Contact:

You are being invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of this study is to examine the clinical usefulness of incorporating client use of mobile applications into your psychotherapeutic practice. The study will be comprised of 32 masters prepared clinicians, each participant will have at least 2 years of experience working in outpatient psychotherapeutic settings. You are being asked to participate in one focus group that will last approximately 90 minutes. Participants will be asked to reflect on a series of question prompts in a group discussion.

We do not anticipate any risks to you from your participation in this study. Your participation in this study and the information generated from this research may further future exploration of ways in which technology can be incorporated into psychotherapeutic practice. Lunch will be provided either before or after the focus group. Participation in this research is completely voluntary. You can withdraw from the study at any time. Any information shared in the focus groups will be confidential and your name will not be used in dissemination of study results. The focus groups will be audio taped and then professionally transcribed.

All study data will be stored in a secured fashion to protect your privacy. Audio tapes will be destroyed following completion of the study which is projected for December 2018. All paper or digital files generated from the study will not include your name or any identifying information.

If you have questions about your participation in this research study or about your rights as a research subject, make sure to discuss them with the study investigator or members of the study team. You may also call the Office of Regulatory Affairs at the University of Pennsylvania at (215) 898-2614 to talk about your rights as a research subject.

You will be asked to sign this form to show that

• the research study and the information above have been discussed with you
• you agree to participate in the study

You will receive a copy of this signed form and the summary of the study that will be discussed with you.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject’s Name [print]</th>
<th>Subject’s Signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Witness [print]</th>
<th>Witness’ Signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C

Demographic & Information Questionnaire

Exploring the Clinical Utility of Mobile Applications for Promoting Affect Regulation among Clients with Behavioral Health Problems

Age: __________

Race: __________

Gender: __________

Type of Current Practice for Most of Your Work Week (Circle One):
- Agency-based
- Solo Private Practice
- Group Private Practice

Are you credentialed with insurance companies? (Circle One)  YES  NO

Years of Post Masters Clinical Experience: __________

Years of Post Masters Outpatient Clinical Experience: __________

Current Size of Weekly Caseload (number of clients, not number of sessions): __________

Masters or Doctoral Degree (MSW, PsyD, Counseling): __________

Current Client Population (Circle One)
- Children/Adolescents
- Adults
- Both

Do you use a smartphone? (Circle One)  YES  NO

What percentage of your clients use a smartphone? __________%

On a scale of 1 to 10, what is your level of comfort using a smart phone? (10 Very Comfortable, 1 is Not Comfortable At All): _______________
Appendix D

Welcome Statement

Hello and welcome, thank you so much for taking the time out of your busy life to participate in this much needed research study. The title of our project is exploring the clinical utility of mobile applications, for promoting affect regulation among clients with behavioral health problems. Technology has been steadily incorporated into a variety of clinical and medical settings and there is a growing trend for clients using smart phone applications to monitor aspects of affect regulation. Affect regulation is often assessed by the therapist’s observation during psychotherapy sessions of a number of indicators of how feelings are modulated including the patient’s relationship to sleep, hygiene, eating patterns, mood states, motivational capacity, and many others. To intervene, regardless of the therapist’s theoretical orientation to treatment, all psychotherapies attempt to promote affect regulation through two primary mechanisms; 1.) transfer of skills for up and down regulating feelings and also 2.) in promoting strategies for observing one’s ability to regulate affect. We are going to talk to you today about mobile applications, if they will be clinically useful for your psychotherapy practices. We are going to show you some examples, this is not an exhaustive list, it is just to orient you to the kinds of things we are trying to talk about.
Appendix E

Slides

- Please take a name tag
  - (first name only)
- Please fill out the demographics form
- Please read and sign the consent form

Welcome

Exploring the Clinical Utility of Mobile Applications for Promoting Affect Regulation Among Clients with Behavioral Health Problems
Affect Regulation

- Affect is a term to describe emotional processes within the body in reaction to a stressor or stimulus in the environment.
- One’s ability to regulate affect, or to modulate emotional states (e.g., increase feelings, or decrease feelings) is in part wired in childhood through interactions with attachment figures.
- As an outcome of attachment, affect regulation is foundational to creating a healthy, sustainable and well-adjusted lifestyle. Mood, anxiety and substance abuse disorders are essentially the presentation of dysregulated affect through observable symptoms such as depressed mood or social isolation.
- Some symptoms of these disorders, in particular substance abuse, are strategies developed to modulate dysregulated emotions. However, these symptoms while helping to avoid, increase or decrease feelings, further limit functioning.

Affect Regulation

- Affect regulation is often assessed by the therapist’s observation during psychotherapy sessions of a number of indicators of how feelings are modulated including the patient’s relationship to sleep, hygiene, eating patterns, mood states, motivational capacity, and many others.
- To intervene, regardless of the therapist’s theoretical orientation to treatment, all psychotherapies attempt to promote affect regulation through two primary mechanisms
  - 1. In promoting strategies for observing one’s ability to regulate affect.
  - 2. Transfer of skills for up and down regulating feelings

Affect Regulation and Technology

- Attention to regulatory capacity is central to many emerging self-help technologies involving smart phone applications, or monitoring devices such as fitness trackers.
- A host of these technologies observe, track, and offer strategies for regulating feelings through
  - Sleep
  - Exercise
  - Nutrition
  - Alcohol Use
  - and many others
Clinical Utility

- Clinical utility is a concept recently further developed by Smart (2004) which examines any novel intervention or innovation through a multi-dimensional lens.
- The model evaluates four factors using expert clinical opinion:
  - Appropriateness
  - Accessibility
  - Practicability
  - Acceptability
- These components are essential for clinicians to adopt any new modality. Without clear clinical utility, there is no incentive for clinicians to integrate the intervention into their practice.

Research Purpose

- Examine clinicians’ perspectives on the clinical utility of incorporating existing mobile smart phone technologies into psychotherapeutic treatment with persons with behavioral health conditions for enhancing affect regulation.

Affect Regulatory Markers

- Examples
  - Sleep
  - Physical activity
  - Alcohol consumption
  - Social media consumption
  - Medication compliance
Focus Group Format

1. We are going to verbalize a question and put it on the power point
2. Our goal is to encourage an open discussion amongst members
3. Feel free to talk together as we just want to listen to your opinion and feedback

Question #1

First we would like you to talk about your clients use of these kinds of mobile applications. If you have examples, you can talk about those now.

Question #2

Tell me about the ways these technologies have been incorporated into your psychotherapy practice. This can include discussions with clients who have talked about their use of applications, or ways that you have suggested the use of applications
Question #3

Tell me about your thoughts on how smartphone applications might accomplish the goal in tracking affect regulatory markers to help in turn, create skill transfer and self-observe?

For those of you who have not used these applications what do you think the capacity of utilizing them in psychotherapy is for teaching skills or observation of the self?

Question #4

In your opinion, how is it appropriate or inappropriate to use these smart phone technologies as a means to help clients self-observe their affect regulation and skill transfer for emotional regulation?

Are there any moral or ethical questions or objections to this technology?

Question #5

Tell me about the knowledge of, and access to these technologies among your clients. Talk about what barriers stand in their way of accessing these technologies?
Question #6
Tell me about the knowledge of, and access to these technologies for you, the clinician. Talk about what barriers stand in your way of accessing these technologies?

Wrap Up
Is there anything that you would like to say and haven’t mentioned lets take some time to do that now.

Thank You!
Please enjoy some food!